Results of SHRMLV COVID-19 Survey #2 – 116 Respondents
Responses received between Friday, 3/20 and Monday 3/23

Comments:
-- Paid under PTO (then STD, extended sick bank etc.) – 12 Respondents
-- Employees are all working remotely – 5 Respondents
-- Yes, according to the law
-- Until 4/1, all of our employees are being paid whether working or not with the exception of emergency
responders because we need to ensure they come to work if well enough to do so.
-- If the exposure is work related.
-- Normal STD.
-- We are paying regular pay if they are exposed at work. Banked time off or unpaid for quarantines for other
reasons.
-- FT yes, PT no
-- PTO unless they can work from home and then yes, we will pay them
-- We will be adhering to Families First Act requirements.
-- Yes, if they have sick time
-- If they have accrued time... we are also allowing them to use up to 5 days if they don't have any accrued
time
-- Depends. May use sick or vacation time or work remotely if possible. Otherwise, it is unpaid leave.
-- We allow for work from home. If the employee is able to work, they can work. If they are too sick to work,
we are requiring the use of PTO first.
-- We are paying if medically quarantined but not if we quarantine them due to optional travel
-- If they have accumulated time available to them, they should be using this first
-- We have instituted a temporary change to our sick policy that allows employees who have no sick time left
to "borrow" up to 10 unearned paid sick days, to be "paid back" under our accrual plan over subsequent
months at half the rate earned per month.
-- Exempt personnel who work from home will be paid; Nonexempt will not be paid but can use PTO
-- Will be paying them for as long as possible. How that is going to happen is still being determined.
-- We are allowing the employee to request Vacation pay after exhausting all of their unpaid days. Each
request is then done on a case by case basis since the amount and access to vacation is based upon length of
employment.
-- Only 5 days then they must use vacation or go nonpaid
-- I believe under Families First, as an employer with under 500 employees, we'll have to
--They can choose to use PTO. We are also waiting on final details for UC and will offer UC if applicable

-- Yes, up to 15 days.

Key –
Employees must keep a log of their time working – Green
We are monitoring through IT means– Dark Blue
We are not monitoring – Orange
Other:
-- Employees can clock in/out from home (Kronos, HRIS, etc.) -13 Responses
-- Only exempt employees work from home – 4 Responses
-- There is a standard of performance that is expected. However, given the circumstances of so many
organizations being closed or working remotely, we understand if the standard expectation is not met,
so long as there is reasonable evidence if work being performed.
-- Performance
-- We are not monitoring - soon we will run out of work they can do at home. We will continue to pay
them as long as we can.
-- There is some amount of trust as well as It means (a chat messenger).
-- Daily/weekly check ins with supervisor/manager
-- Only critical positions are being considered to work from home at this time.
-- Switching the remote workers to hourly. Then paying from 40 hours to 20 hours with a specific
schedule and tasks to complete
-- Managers are checking in daily. We are asking employee to log their time as always.
-- We are emphasizing to supervisors to monitor employees based on work performed, not necessarily
hours worked.

Please note: Question #14 below should read – If yes to #13…

Q16 How are you handling employee morale?
--Regular/Good Communication/Constant Communication- 35 responses
remote team meetings via skype
-- Reminders of EAP – 7 Responses
-- Showing concern/empathy – 2 Responses
-- Giving assistance in filing for unemployment – 3 Responses
-- It's not good right now. We are trying to keep the communication open and provide every possible
way to keep employees safe, but the only way to improve morale is to stop production which we can't
do because we're considered essential.
-- Trying to offer as much information to our employees as possible; more flexible on attendance policy;
extending paid sick leave; having meetings where employees can express their concerns
-- Free boxed lunches
-- Ensuring proper safety equipment and supplies are stocked.
-- Food, gift cards, virtual support groups to our caregivers
-- Encouraging healthy employees to come to work. Sick to stay home
-- Sending frequent update memos to keep them informed about company status. We have reminded
them about services available to help manage stress such as our EAP, online exercise video access,
success tips about working remotely, we are encouraging managers whose staff is working remotely to
hold regular weekly Zoom meetings to keep the reams connected
-- Lunches or small tokens of appreciation every week
-- In staffing we have customer that are considered "Essential" and are counting on us for employees
and guidance thru these uncharted waters. We have communicated that the tone we set now will
determine how we come out of this. Our local team has handled it very well from a customer and
associate side.
-- Daily communication from leadership, relaxed expectations, flexibility for family and personal needs.
-- Doing everything we can to assist those that have been laid off with unemployment claims and those
that are still working, creating a more laid-back fun working environment while still keeping distance
and safety and health standards
-- Virtual lunches and happy hours
-- Continued reminders of self-care and thankfulness toward the work everyone does.
-- Meditation room and fun things within 6-foot distance
-- Everyone is working remotely. Have a standing morning video chat, then giving everyone a fun daily
activity to share on the internal company chat page. Also encouraging everyone to take a break and go
outside in their yard and get some sunshine
-- Providing free lunches, giving people time off as necessary, it's an "all hands-on deck" and our
employees have risen to the occasion!
-- A daily not from our CEO with updates and "Silver Linings" pictures and comments submitted by staff
about the things we are doing to that we don't get to do enough of normally. Holding virtual team
meetings and lunches.
--We are emphasizing flexibility and the fact we're all in this together. We're also being very careful to
not make any promises we can't keep and to be honest with employees when we don't know the
answer to their questions/concerns.
-- Increased shop floor presence, casual dress, increased communication
-- Unfortunately, we have had to lay off most of our staff. We have offered as much help with
unemployment as we can.
Interacting with caution & social distancing also bringing in food also with caution
-- Flexible schedule and WFH policy and constant employee communication
-- Lots of fun virtual engagement on Workplace (FB), Skype, Zoom and via e-mail.

Please note: Question #18 below should read – If yes to #17…

Other:-Depending on their position both
-- We are paying full-time staff and reduced hours for part-time and recommended they collect
unemployment
-- We are closing the building but have move fully to work from home.
-- Waiting to understand our legal obligation base Many employees are able to work remote, our -warehouse is still operational. We are working to find things for others to do remotely or at the
warehouse to keep people working for now.
-- Waiting to understand our legal obligation based on new federal law
--We are giving additional PTO hours and then recommending unemployment compensation

Q19 Any comments you would like to share?
--We employ both emergency responders and other groups of people. We have to treat different groups
of people differently in order to ensure vital operations continue. non-essential services are shut down
and those employees are either off or being paid to stay home and stand by. However, we are not
struggling with those providing essential or emergency services that cannot close wanting the same
privileges to stay home and get paid for it. We simply can't do that - it would be chaos.
-- This sucks
-- We are a supermarket so we're still open. We're doing the best we can, but we have many employees
(especially the high school kids) whose parents won't allow them to come to work so we are
shorthanded. When you go into your local grocery store, have mercy on us! We're doing the best we
can!
-- Our organization is EMS, so we are impacted slightly different than most organizations.

-- We have half of our workforce shut down by the governor. The other half is working. Sticky situation
but we are doing our best to keep our employees employed.
-- Paid benefits for an extra month
--This is a very difficult time, especially for families. The employees should see their leaders going first
with any reduction of any kind.
--The questions are not relevant for all industries, i.e. healthcare facilities are essential
- This is getting serious.... the tension is building within our organization and we employee many people.
the anxiety around the unknown is building and its palpable
--- I have found an emphatic leadership ear has made all the difference.
-- These are difficult times and we are preparing for worst-case scenario. We wish everyone the best.
--With unprecedented times comes many uncertainties. People look to leadership for answers. Strong
leadership presence is needed at this time.
-- I hope this all ends soon! Stay safe and be well!
-- We're in this together. Let's hope it soon passes.
-- Medical benefits will likely be stripped along with the lay off for all workers except the executive team
-- When will this be over?? Challenging times
-- If we are ordered to close, we will be paying employees their full wages.
-- If SHRM and/or SHRM LV could add links on their home pages to federal updates, that would be great.
-- I haven't been able to easily find the lasted info on the Families First Law, other than on newspaper
sites.
-- Communication is very important during this crisis
--We are all in this together and we will get through this!
--We stayed open after the Governor's order to shut down, however in my opinion, our reasoning is
shaky at best and sends the wrong message to our employees. Safety is not job 1.
-- I think we could do more
--#13: We're life-sustaining so we have no plans to close. #15: No cafeteria, but we've removed some
tables & chairs from the break room to comply with social distancing
--We are 100% working from home now. So, order to close and quarantines are not affecting us.
-- We are all stressed

